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Overcoming corrosion challenges 
faced in alumina processing

particle inspection (MT) and ultrasonic 
weld scanning (UT - NATA NDT scope 
6.50.01 – Ultrasonic A-Scan) for weld 
integrity (SCC and other) and ultrasonic 
thickness testing (UT – NATA NDT scope 
6.51.01 – Material thickness – spot or grid 
measurements only). The deployment of 
these test methods gives the raw data / 
inputs to ultimately provide engineers 
with the ‘NATA endorsed’ reports 
required to help assess the condition 

of the tank (note: other tests can also 
be performed) to determine possible 
remedial solutions. 

Repair / Remedial Solutions
In order to conduct the repairs 
efficiently, a series of specific procedures 
have been developed in conjunction 
with NATA (National Association of 
Testing Authorities), ASME (American 
Society Mechanical Engineers) and AS/

NZ Standards. These procedures allow 
personnel to be certified to Inspect, 
Test, Repair and Maintain while ‘in 
suspension’. The various certifications 
allow the client the confidence, to 
ensure the variety of works can be 
performed with the same level of quality 
outcome (if not better) as they can on 
ground. The result is a cost effective 
solution, with a faster turnaround 
on tank maintenance and ultimately 
increased uptime in processing. With 
the current climate in the resource sector 
being one that is focused on increased 
productivity, this clearly demonstrates 
that the Alumina industry is taking steps 
in that direction.

Conclusion
The corrosion related inspection, 
maintenance and repair challenges that 
are faced in alumina processing are both 
technically and physically challenging. 
To ensure safe, accurate and efficient 
delivery a well-integrated, technically 
experienced team is paramount to 
success. The team must bring together 
NATA accredited technicians and 
specialist tradesmen that operate under 
IRATA guidelines to ensure zero harm. 
The environment is high risk and the 
work is technically challenging. 

Buel

Introduction
Over the past 6 years Buel has 
performed a significant number of 
inspection, maintenance and repair 
projects associated with tank corrosion 
of various types in the Alumina 
processing industry. The majority 
of this work has been specifically 
focused around flat bottomed and cone 
bottomed precipitator tanks and their 
associated structures. The precipitator 
tanks are large, open topped tanks and 
either conical or flat bottomed and are 
used to generate alumina seeds from 
pregnant liquor by means of agitators 
of various design. The process requires 
these tanks to be cleaned at regular 
intervals with a strongly alkaline 
product to remove scale that builds 
up during precipitation. Over time 
these processes contribute to a loss of 
structural integrity that results in a 
number of generic failure mechanisms 
including; wall thickness loss / erosion, 
corrosion of floor (flat bottom tanks) 
and caustic embrittlement cracking.

Due to the nature and size of these 
tanks, the safest and most time and cost 
effective method to deploy inspection 
and maintenance is with Industrial 
Rope Access. 

Primary Corrosion Issues:
Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC)
SCC is the growth of cracks in a 
corrosive environment. It can lead to 
unexpected sudden failure of normally 
ductile metals subjected to a tensile 
stress, especially at elevated temperature 
in the case of metals. SCC is highly 
chemically specific in that certain 
alloys are likely to undergo SCC only 
when exposed to a small number of 
chemical environments. The chemical 
environment that causes SCC for a 
given alloy is often one which is only 
mildly corrosive to the metal otherwise. 
Hence, metal parts with severe SCC 
can appear bright and shiny, while 
being filled with microscopic cracks. 
This factor makes it common for SCC 
to go undetected prior to failure. SCC 
often progresses rapidly, and is more 
common among alloys than pure 
metals. The specific environment is 
of crucial importance, and only very 
small concentrations of certain highly 
active chemicals are needed to produce 

catastrophic cracking, often leading to 
devastating and unexpected failure.1

Wall Thickness Loss
The loss of parent metal thickness on 
the tank wall or ‘shell’ can occur as 
a result of abrasion, erosion (usually 
localised) and corrosion. 

Internal Tank Inspection Process
Once a tank has been identified for 
inspection it first requires cleaning 
with a chemical wash to remove 
the remaining caustic solution. The 

tank is then ‘handed over’ to the 
inspection and maintenance team to 
initiate the internal process procedure. 
Usually the first step is JSEA (Job 
Safety and Environmental Analysis) 
sign-on followed by isolations and 
establishment of access. Access by rope 
allows rapid deployment of personnel 
to ensure ‘tool time’ is maximised 
and the NDT technicians can start 
working through scope as soon as 
possible. The inspection and NDT scope 
varies. However, it primarily involves 
a combination of visual, magnetic 

1ASM International, Metals Handbook (Desk Edition) Chapter 32 (Failure Analysis), American Society for Metals, (1997) pp 32-24 to 32-26
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